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Abstract—We propose an industrial technological solution
for the traveling salesman problem (TSP) by using the approxi-
mated cost matrix and an accelerated evolutionary computation
(EC) algorithm. The cost matrix used by theoretical research
on TSP mostly is the Euclidean distance between cities, which
is not proper to the real condition in the industrial product’s
application. In this paper, we propose an approximation ap-
proach on cost matrix based on the geographic information
data, so that it approaches to the actual cost matrix. Slow
convergence is the main issue of EC. We propose an accel-
erating EC convergence approach by Lagrange interpolation
method to approximate the EC search space landscape, and
do a local search near the related best individuals’ region.
The experimental result shows that the EC convergence is
accelerated, and this acceleration approach is also used in an
actual TSP application in a vehicle navigation system, in which
the product performance is improved by the accelerated EC
approach with the approximated cost matrix.

Keywords-traveling salesman problem; geographic informa-
tion data; evolutionary computation; search space landscape
information; convergence acceleration

I. INTRODUCTION

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a classical com-
binatorial optimization problem, which is also a challenging
mathematical problem, i.e., a NP-complete problem (NP, i.e.
nondeterministic polynomial time). That is, the TSP asks
for finding a tour through a finite set of n cities and a
cost matrix between each pair. Each city is visited exactly
once. When returning to the starting city, the total travel cost
must be minimized. This simple description problem has not
been solved completely yet since the day it was proposed,
because its computational complexity rises exponentially by
increasing the number of cities. An alternative solution of
TSP has been to apply a proper suboptimal algorithm in
many of current TSP applications such as bioinformatical
data analyses [1], memory accesses reordering [2], naviga-
tion [3], task schedules [4] and data partitioning [5].

There are two main research directions to solve the TSP.
One is by the conventional combinatorial optimization ap-
proach, such as the Lin-Kernighan algorithm [6], tabu search
[7], local search [8], and A* graph search [9]. The other
main approach is artificial intelligence technology, such as
artificial neuron network (NN) [10]-[18] [31], evolutionary
computation (EC) [19]-[27], Simulated Annealing (SA) [28]
and ant colony algorithm [29] [30].

The Lin-Kernighan algorithm [6] was developed about
forty years ago, but it remains one of the best heuristics
search algorithms for the TSP until now. So for this research
direction, a more powerful optimal combination technology
is needed and further theoretical mathematics development
is necessary to improve progress of TSP solution. In forty
years, however, few innovational algorithms have been pro-
posed. The main focused point of this research direction is
the fusion technology to combine existent methods to obtain
a better TSP performance.

There are two main topics in fusion technology. One is
artificial intelligence algorithm fusion with the conventional
optimal combination technology. Reference [7] implements
the crossover operator of the genetic algorithm with tabu
search, and indicates that different strategies are the key
points for the efficient tabu search. Another considered
aspect that has been focused on is the technique to reduce the
complexity of a large-scale TSP instance for decomposing
or partitioning it into smaller sub problems. The other is
fusion of artificial intelligences, such as NN + EC, NN
+ SA, etc. For using the NN to solve the TSP, there are
mainly types such as Hopfield neural network [10] [13],
adaptive neural network [11] [18], self-organizing map [12]
[16] [17] [31], chaotic neural network [14]. Reference [15]
uses a feedback structure similar to Hopfield-type neural
networks and a competitive training algorithm similar to the
Kohonen-type self-organizing maps, fusing those two neural
networks together to use each efficient feature to improve the
TSP. It is a powerful tool to use the EC for TSP in recent
decades and fusion technology is also an important method
to deal with the TSP in EC. Simulated annealing and ant
colony algorithm are principal tools used to make up for the
drawback of the other optimization technology. Reference
[32] is a review literature by D.S. Johnson, it summaries up
the main solution and technology to solve TSP.

The drawback of the conventional TSP solution by EC
is the slow convergence, so many novel EC methods were
proposed. There are three main research topics. The first is
to design TSP specific operators [33]-[35]. The second is
to incorporate local search or fuse with other optimization
technology [36] [37], and the third is to maintain population
diversity [36] [38]. The purposes of those methods are
to keep the diversity of the individuals to accelerate EC
convergence, which concerns distribution of the individuals
in the search space to avoid premature, as well as the



balance to exploit global optimum in local and to explore
new searching areas in the whole search space.

Much theoretical research on TSP has been described in
thousands of papers in the academic community. However,
the application-oriented research work on TSP industrial
application has been less reported in recent decades. This
paper proposes an industrial solution on TSP in a vehicle
navigation system, which uses an accelerated EC conver-
gence approach by Lagrange interpolation and defines an
approximated cost matrix solution based on the geographic
information data. This paper is an application-oriented work
in intelligence transportation, in which there are two original
contributions. On the one hand, it reviews about forty
manuscripts on the conventional TSP acceleration solution
and summarizes up the geographic information data in
industrial development in the last two decades. On the other
hand, it uses an interpolation approach to approximate EC
search space landscape to accelerate EC convergence in a
practical industrial solution of TSP and gives a practical
solution on defining an approximated cost matrix based on
geographic information data, which approximates the real
cost between the two waypoints in a vehicle navigation
system.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II gives a normal description of TSP and intro-
duces the conventional TSP solution in a vehicle navigation
system. Section III reviews the geographic information data
development and data format in the geographic information
system (GIS). It especially concentrates on the Origin-
Destination Routing Data (ODRD) related to our cost matrix
approximation approach, and a concrete cost approximation
solution is described based on the ODRD. Section IV shows
the EC acceleration approach of TSP in a vehicle navigation
system and investigates its important issues that need to be
solved in practice. The evaluations are made in Section V,
which gives six sample results with simulation data. Section
VI gives an overview on some further research issues, and
several open topics are discussed.

II. CONVENTIONAL TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM
SOLUTION IN A VEHICLE NAVIGATION SYSTEM

A. Traveling Salesman Problem Model

TSP is described as a set of cities (Equation (1)),

C = c0, c1, ..., cn (1)

and a cost matrix between each pair of cities (Equation (2)),

M =

 A[c0][c0] . . . A[c0][cn]

...
. . .

...
A[cn][c0] . . . A[cn][cn]

 (2)

the TSP asks to find a path through all cities by visiting
each city only once. It requires to set up the visiting order
as Q, and to return to the city of origin such that the total
travel cost is minimized. This is given by Equation (3).

min(

n∑
i=0

A[Q(i)][Q(i+1)] +A[n][0]) (3)

The solution of TSP is to find out the order sequence
Q. Because of the cost matrix is symmetric in theory, the
number of solutions of TSP with N cities is O[N !/2]. But in
a real-world application, such as a vehicle navigation system,
the cost matrix is non-symmetric, so that the solution of TSP
is O[N !]. A special requirement of TSP in a vehicle naviga-
tion system is that the vehicle position and the destination
points are not changed. Due to this kind of requirement,
there are N points in the vehicle navigation system, and the
number of TSP solution count is O[(N − 2)!].

B. Conventional TSP Solution in Vehicle Navigation System
Some TSP solutions are investigated in section I. The

main theoretical research approaches are focused on the Lin-
Kernighan algorithm and its improvement, neural networks
and evolutionary computation. There are few reports on
TSP solutions in industrial products, such as location based
service system, vehicle navigation system, etc. Because
of the limited resources in industrial production and the
real-time requirement, e.g., as in embedded systems, the
approximation algorithm of TSP in a vehicle navigation
system, the so-called nearest waypoint algorithm (NWA) is
proposed.

The nearest waypoint algorithm defines the search princi-
ple that finds the next waypoint near the current position by
measuring the Euclidean distance between two points. For
example, in a vehicle navigation system, the vehicle position
is the fixed one, so we need to begin the search in this point.
The next best candidate point is the least Euclidean distance
point, but this candidate point is excluding the destination
point. By this principle, we can obtain the entity waypoint
sequence until the destination is found.

The running time growth rate of TSP is O((N − 2)!) in
a vehicle navigation system, but the abovementioned NWA
is just O(N − 2). Although some solutions by NWA are
worse, it is a suboptimal algorithm and alternative solution
in the industrial applications. The performance is improved
from O(N !) to O(N). The NWA loses the solution quality
to obtain a better performance, so it needs the improved
algorithm to give a relative better solution in the vehicle
navigation system.

III. COST MATRIX APPROXIMATION APPROACH

A. State-in-art of Geographic Information Data
The geographic information data (GID) is the fundament

of a geographic information system research and application.
Two issues are considered in the GID. One is the data
information integrality, which is constructed to express the
real-world information in its application domain. It can
represent real objects integrally, such as roads, land use,
elevation, trees, waterways, etc, and its format is common
in all the data expression approaches. The other is the data
information usability, which can be easy to utilize in all the
related geographic information system applications, and the
information is not redundant.

The design proposal of data store is by level and by
mesh, which is the primary GID management and store
approach. For data store by level, due to the information
granularity, GID can be expressed into a different level, and



the information quantity in the each level is compressed with
a certain principle and its granularity. For data store by mesh,
for convenient management of GID, stores the data by mesh
in each level, and the mesh can be separated into smaller
ones according with a certain data quantity.

Most industrial GID is developed by professional com-
panies, such as NAVTEQ, Zenrin, MapInfo, etc. The data
format standard is investigated and designed by those big
institutions separately. The geographic data format (GDF),
an European standard created by Committee European de
Normalization (CEN), is emerging as the de facto interna-
tional standard for exchanging navigable databases. GDF
has multiple versions, and the latest is version 5.0, which
prevents usage of a single GDF compiler worldwide to
serve all map suppliers. The GDF conceptual data model
comprises three entities: levels, attributes, and relationships.
Some application investigations based on GID were reported
in Reference [39] [40].

B. Origin-Destination Routing Data Format
For accelerating the routing calculation for a fast conver-

gence, a so-called original-destination routing data (ODRD)
format has been proposed and developed in geographic in-
formation data format, which stores every mesh relationship
between the original and destination mesh. For a certain
original and destination pair, we can obtain their mesh ID
pair, and the original-destination routing data sequence is
indexed by this ID pair, and then, when running a routing
calculation for a fixed original and destination, the search
engine uses the data mentioned in sequence of original-
destination routing data rather than all the data. It decides
the data selection range to reduce the data accessing time to
accelerate the routing calculation.

C. Cost Matrix Approximation Approach by Geographic
Information Data

In the TSP theoretical research, we consider the Eu-
clidean distance as simulation in cost matrix among the
cities. However, in the real-world geographic information
system applications, the Euclidean distance is not exact and
cannot be used instead of the real cost between two cities.
Therefore a promising research topic is how to obtain the
approximated cost as close to the real cost by the geographic
information data. A good solution is to use ODRD, which
stores the usable data between the original and destination
data pair. We can use this kind of data to approximate the
cost between two points in the real geographic information
system application [41].

From the ODRD, we can obtain a set of mesh, which
stores the meshes that can be passed by the path from
original to destination. The shadow meshes are the meshes
that can be passed from A-point to B-point (Figure. 1 (a)).
Next we select the geometrical center points of each mesh
to obtain the approximated cost (Figure. 1 (b)). For an
easy calculation of the cost between points in the Cartesian
coordinate, we transfer a certain angle in the coordinate
so that we can let the new line through A and B be as
the new X axes (Figure. 1 (c)). We cut the X axes into
small pieces with a fixed distance, which is probably the
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Figure 1. Cost matrix approximation approach, the meshes stored in
ODRD are shown in (a), (b) shows the center points of each mesh, (c)
is the coordinate transformation result, connecting center points as the
approximation cost in (d).

length of the mesh side, and select the nearest points as
the candidate points. We then connect those points, and the
curve’s length is the approximation cost between the A point
and B point (Figure. 1 (d)). We use this kind of approach
to approximate any cost between two points to establish the
cost matrix in the geographic information system application
by the ODRD.

IV. TSP SOLUTION BY ACCELERATED EVOLUTIONARY
COMPUTATION APPROACH

A. TSP Solution by EC in Vehicle Navigation System
Evolutionary computation algorithms (ECs) are power

tools to solve the combinatorial optimization problem such
as TSP, but the drawback of the EC application is its slow
convergence. It is a promising research direction to use
the fitness landscape information to accelerate ECs. The
approximation approach can obtain the fitness landscape
information, where it becomes easier to find elite from the
regression space approaching to the global optimum. It is not
the actual global optimum, but may be a neighbor around
the global optimum in the original search space. In the next
interaction, it is higher possible to obtain the actual global
optimum from this neighbor point.

Many functional requirements of a vehicle navigation
system can be abstracted from the TSP model. However,
existent TSP models need to be modified to adapt the actual
application. In the vehicle navigation system, the customer
can set many waypoints, but the vehicle position and the
destination are the fixed points in one route planning. So
when we design the ECs to solve the TSP in vehicle
navigation system, we need to consider this characteristic in
the individual coding, EC operations, fitness function design,
etc.



B. Fitness Landscape Information Approximation Approach

The Lagrange interpolation polynomial shows the nonlin-
ear and uniqueness character in the interpolation polynomial.
It is a good tool to obtain regression space of the fitness
landscape information. Equation (4) is the n degree Lagrange
interpolation benchmark function.

l(x) =

n∏
i=1,i ̸=k

(x− xi)

(xk − xi)
(4)

The n degree Lagrange interpolation polynomial shows in
Equation (5).

Ln(x) =

n∑
k=0

lk(x)yk, i = 0, 1, ..., n (5)

In this paper, we use the two degree Lagrange interpola-
tion polynomial to simplify search space to obtain the fitness
landscape information, and use the three relative best fitness
individuals as the interpolation point. The concrete interpo-
lation polynomial is the Equation (6), and the interpolation
handling is to find out the parameters of Equation (6).

L(x) =

3∑
k=1


3∏

i=1,i ̸=k

(x− xi)

(xk − xi)

 yk (6)

C. Accelerating Evolutionary Computation Approach

The acceleration approach chooses new elite from a sim-
plified search surface by Lagrange two degree polynomial
interpolation. That means it does a local search in the
original search space of the sampling points in the relative
best fitness area. It is hoped that the global optimum is
around the area and we can obtain it by chance [42]. The
regression search space by Lagrange two degree polynomial
interpolation is nonlinear space. Considering the space fea-
ture, it is easy to obtain the stationary point by the gradient
information, so we obtain the new elite from the stationary
point in the regression search space.

There is one more individual in a population after insert-
ing new elite into original search space. For keeping a certain
size of a population, we must remove one individual from
the original population. The acceleration approach selects
the worst fitness individual from the original search space,
and removes it. On the one hand, the worst one is hard to be
selected by the roulette wheel sampling selection approach,
and on the other hand, there is a small possibility that the
global optimum is near the worst fitness individual. For the
viewpoint of keeping a fixed number of population size, the
influence of the removing method is less on the original
search space.

When we obtain the new elite in the stationary point of
the regression search space, it may be not a correct sequence
solution of TSP or it may escape from the original search
space. We thus need to find an alternative solution as the
new elite onto the next search space. In the case of an
incorrect sequence, we should find the nearest solution in
the regression space as the alternative one. For the escape
case, we need to make sure it is in the search space and find
the nearest solution.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setting
To evaluate the proposed approach, we set up 6 TSP

simulation models with the approximated cost matrix with
the size of 7*7. This simulates a model with five waypoints,
one original point and one destination point in a vehicle
navigation system. The approximated cost matrix comes
from actual ODRD in a vehicle navigation system. For each
simulation model, we test each case by 30 generations for
30 trials running and obtain each generation’s best fitness
average value to compare the performances of the normal
GA (GA-N) and accelerated GA (GA-LR) (see Figure. 2).
The GA detail parameters setting is in Table I. After this we
obtain the average effectiveness time of each approach by
applying the t-test to test the hypothesis analysis.

Table I
GA PARAMETERS SETTING

Item Value or Setting

Coding Integer Number
# of Generation 30
Population Size 20
Selection Roulette Wheel Selection & Elite Strategy
Crossover One-point
Crossover Rate 90%
Mutation Rate 10%

B. Hypothesis Analysis

Before applying the t-test, we confirmed whether the
average effectiveness of GA-N and GA-LR followed a
normal distribution by using the Jarque-Bera test, and the
results proof that they follow the normal distribution. Before
applying t-test, we assume that variances of GA-N and GA-
LR were equal. We applied a T-test to GA-N with GA-LR
to check whether they were significantly different or not.

Table II
HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS RESULTS

Statistic Value GA-N GA-LR

Mean 14.5 54.17
Variance 149.9 529.77
Mean’s Difference 39.67
Average Variance 339.83
Root of Average Variance 8.43
T-Test Distribution Value (α/2 < 0.005) 15.42

Form the T-test result, we could obtain the mean, the
variance, and the t-test distribution value in the significance
level of 0.005 accordance with the following Equation (7).
The statistical variables are in Table II.

T = tα/2(n1 + n2 − 2)

√
1

n1
+

1

n2
s∗ (7)

C. Performance Analysis

We analyzed the performance of the proposed approach
from a T-test result (Table II.) and average convergence
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Figure 2. Six simulation average convergence curves for 30 trails runs, where GA-N and GA-LR mean normal GA and accelerated GA with search space
landscape approximated by Lagrange interpolation approach. The proposed approach converges better than normal GA (p < 0.005).

comparison (Figure. 2). The effectiveness and reliability of
our approach is a key aspect that we considered.

The T-test result showed that the distribution value was
less than the mean’s difference at a significance level of
0.005, i.e., 39.67 > 15.42. From this we can conclude that
the average effectiveness times of the GA-LR and GA-N
were not equal (p < 0.05). And from average convergence
of best fitness comparison (Figure. 2), it shows that GA-LR
was more efficient than GA-N in all six simulation cases,
and it indicates that the proposed EC acceleration approach
can be efficient in the a TSP industrial application.

However, the acceleration performances were different
because of the cost matrix setting, which made a different
discrete search space. Through analyzing the statistical data,
we found that a new elite selection is a key step to the accel-
eration approach performance. If the elite escape from the
search space, the candidate by the nearest point usually is not
a better solution. Our proposed approach is a practical and
high-performance solution in the TSP industrial application
with promising business potential, especially in the industrial
products such as the vehicle navigation systems and location
based service systems.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Theoretical research on TSP by evolutionary computation
has become a focused study point in current decades in
the EC community. However, there are few related studies
on the TSP industrial applications, especially in the real
industrial products, such as vehicle navigation systems. This
paper proposes a TSP solution based on a cost matrix
approximation approach and EC acceleration convergence
approach in a vehicle navigation system.

There are many research topics in TSP industrial appli-
cation. In the case of geographic information system, there
are two topics, which have be described in this paper. One
is the topic on the geographic information data store, design
and management for TSP, and the other is the cost matrix
approximation algorithm construction, analysis and improve-
ment. Regarding the EC acceleration convergence approach,
we used the Lagrange interpolation approach to approximate
the EC search space to accelerate EC convergence through
an elite obtained approach, and we analyzed the performance
of the approach proposed by hypothesis analysis and average
convergence comparison.

There are several promising topic, which will be studied in
our future work. One is the improvement of the cost matrix
approximation approach. We will try to use other geographic
information data to improve the cost matrix approximation,
which lets the approximated cost matrix as exact as the
actual cost. From the actual experimental result, we can
also obtain the experimental improvement solution of the
geographic information data format. The EC acceleration
approach is a main research topic, which includes the
interpolation approach selection in different application and
implementation, and the acceleration approach evaluation
and analysis in the large data set. In our future work we
will try to extend the application and implementation area
of the proposed approach.
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